
Editing Guidelines 

 

 

 Planning 

 Define the ending before starting to edit  
 Precut raw video into video clips to use 
 Source additional stock video and images as needed as well as music selections and 

sound effects 
 Set up project folders and bin structures  

 

Rough Cut 

 Assemble video clips into timeline by scene and storyline drivers  
 Adjust overall pace and timing 
 Use supporting video/images to cover speaker jump cuts and/or augment speaker video 

clips  with additional camera angles as needed  
 Record voiceover segments  
 Insert voiceover on timeline and align supporting video with voiceover timing 
 Normalize audio peaks for each video clip and voiceover 
 Assemble opening and closing with titles and graphics   
 Assemble a rough cut with video clips/images, voiceover, titles,  graphics, and text over  

 
Fine Cuts 
 

 Fix awkward edits, confusing story points and interruptions in flow 
 Fix/enhance video clips – lighting adjustment, white balance, color enhancement 
 Add visual overlay effects and stylized effects  
 Add video transitions 
 Make speaker audio noise reduction adjustments and recheck speaker audio levels 

o Include room tone under speech 
o Add speech constant gain transitions  

 Add music and sound effects  
o Music should be able to stand alone without the video images and tell a story 

through dynamics of the music 
o Music should stop or change with a shift in scene with the pacing of cuts to fit 

the beat and emotion of the music 
o Music volume should not distract from speech 
o Crossfade music tracks 

 Add sound effects and cinematic sound design 
 Finetune dialogue, narrative, music and sound effect audio levels 
 Use headphones and speaker to set final audio adjustments 
 Review video at full screen to ensure all images are high enough resolution 
 Finalize fine cut with video clips, images, graphics, music, sound effects, voiceover, 

transitions, titles, and text over   
 



Editing Guidelines 

 

 

Final Version 
 

 Develop a final version for release and render  
o File format – MP4 with AAC audio and H.264 video  
o Video bit rate  1080p - 8 mpbs     
o Audio bit rate  stereo -  384 kbps             
o Audio sampling   48 kbps  
o Video frame rate  30 fps 

 Include license and attribution for music  
 


